
Mel Robbins Tabbed as Keynote at
Viewpoint Collaborate 2018

Collaborate User Conference is around the
corner, and we've got a great keynote speaker
lined up!

It may only be June, but we’re already looking forward to this year’s Viewpoint Collaborate User
Conference, which will take place October 15–18 in Portland, Oregon. In addition to including more
than 130 sessions, 50 exhibitors and 2,100 attendees from across the country, this year’s event will
also focus on the theme of connections — between colleagues, throughout companies and through
the use of technology.

Every year we bring in a talented, thought-provoking individual to present the keynote address at
Collaborate.

This year, we’re excited to announce that Mel Robbins, a well-known motivational speaker and
former CNN anchor, will grace our stage. Robbins is the author of the bestselling book “The 5
Second Rule,” which teaches readers how to change their lives and work with a simple technique

for changing their habits. Her TEDx talk on the topic has been viewed more than 13 million
times.

Robbins is also the CEO and co-founder of media and digital learning company The Confidence
Project, which works with many Fortune 500 brands. And she’s the host of an award-winning
YouTube advice series about being a female CEO, as well as the creator of the Audible series
“Kick Ass With Mel Robbins.”

Robbins teaches people how to take charge of their lives and change their worlds with simple tools,
which is something those of us at Viewpoint can get behind. We want our customers to have the
tools they need to improve their companies, their projects and their day-to-day work. Whether
those tools are simple (like Robbins’ 5 second rule) or more complex (like construction ERP
software), having the tools and confidence needed to move forward can make a huge difference.

Robbins specializes in inspiring people from all walks of life, and we expect her talk will inspire you
and your work for the year to come.

https://melrobbins.com/
https://www.ted.com/talks/mel_robbins_how_to_stop_screwing_yourself_over


We learned a lot from brand and marketing expert Scott Stratten, who gave a great talk at last
year’s event about the importance of construction companies’ brands. His hilarious stories of brand
development are still resonating with our clients today.

Register Today for Viewpoint Collaborate
2018

You can attend Mel Robbins’ Keynote event during the conference on Wednesday, October 17, at
8:30 a.m. Curious what other sessions you should check out at Viewpoint Collaborate 2018? View
the full event schedule, the list of speakers or our role-based tracks, which include sessions
tailored to field management, project management, operations, IT and more.

We aim to make this event something our users will want to keep coming back to year after year,
and we offer all kinds of opportunities for you to learn how to make the most of your construction
software. You can attend hands-on learning labs, breakout sessions with Viewpoint experts,
software walkthroughs and much more.

There’s a lot to see and learn at this year’s user conference. Plus, you’ll have the opportunity to

explore Portland, Oregon. You can learn more about Viewpoint Collaborate or register
today at our event page. We look forward to seeing you in the fall!
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